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Abstract 

Specific issues of fingering are not widely discussed in academic literature concerning French horn 

playing. Very few sources consider the benefits of practising with uncommon fingerings. This thesis 

advocates the benefits and importance of this kind of practice. A collection of musical exercises 

devised to develop basic technical skills with limited use of the valves is also included.  These can 

be used in warmups and technical routines to build stamina, control and mastery of the instrument. 

The collection titled Manual of Selected Exercises Executable Using Uncommon Fingerings can be 

found in the second part of the thesis. It includes discussion of the skill each exercise is designed to 

develop, as well as suggestions on the optimum ways of execution.  
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Introduction 

Written for hornists intending to improve their technique, this thesis advocates the benefits of 

executing notes using uncommon fingerings which may involve limited or unlimited valve usage.  

I define uncommon fingerings as those that are not commonly used in performance practice in the 

mainstream professional music industry by professional orchestral hornists and established soloists.  

Limited valve usage involves playing passages at length with just one depressed fingering; or on a 

valveless natural horn. The most common way of fingering today involves combinations which 

evoke both the natural and modern valved (chromatic) horn. 

Innovations sometimes involve unorthodox approaches. Hornists who intend to seek out 

alternative ways of developing horn technique may find this thesis relevant and valuable. Practising 

exercises employing uncommon fingerings was one of the effective ways I used to improve my 

technique. Specific procedures, which identify problems and solve them efficiently, were crucial in 

the process of my development.  

Amidst my whole learning process before the submission of this thesis I fostered a structured 

practice regimen that incorporated both rigour and discipline. For this purpose I chose exercises 

from leading horn players and supplemented these with exercises I composed myself to address 

weaker parts of my playing. All these exercises were compiled into a manual, complete with 

annotations and instructions on how to address the issues posed in playing each exercise. I named 

it “Manual of Exercises to Improve Aspects of French Horn Technique”. There have been numerous 

versions of this manual since 2012. As time went on, I modified my collection to suit my increasing 

technical ability. The changes within each version of the Manual reflected the growth and 

development of my playing. Those exercises that were able to be executed using uncommon 

fingerings are selected and presented in this thesis. The second part of this thesis presents these 

notated exercises along with explanations and suggestions for how to practise them. 

Throughout the entire phase of my development, I sought help from professional hornists. I have 

also consulted books written by experts in the art of horn playing. Many of these excellent sources 

address major fields of horn technique. However many of these sources did not emphasise 

particular ways of executing notes using uncommon fingerings. The ideas I advocate in this thesis 

attempt to cover this relatively neglected aspect of horn technique. I acknowledge that there is a 

need for more research into practical areas which assist practitioners aiming to have a career in 

performing.  
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Background of the creation of the Thesis 

During the creation of the Manual, a few fellow hornists suggested that I include material from it 

into a research project, exploring the harmonic series and other aspects of horn playing. The 

explanations accompanying the exercises would provide both practical guidance as well as 

theoretical justifications. As I found that there are already existing sources written on the general 

areas of horn playing and relatively little on the aspects of the harmonic series, I planned initially to 

write a thesis on that topic. This proved difficult because it involved explorations of areas much 

more complex than I expected. The Masters program at the Australian National Academy of Music 

had a great influence on the structuring of my research. My supervisor Dr. Stephen Emmerson 

suggested that I explore a topic that focuses on more practical areas of horn playing, such as my 

own technical improvement, rather than the broader, more abstract topic of the harmonic series. 

In trying to reconcile my concurrent experiences of both the performance-oriented program at 

ANAM with Griffith University’s Master of Music Research program, I realized the best solution 

would be to pursue a research topic that helped strengthen my playing skills. Since I was facing 

technical obstacles at the start of my ANAM program, I chose to develop a practise routine that 

would rigorously develop my technique and effectively address the limitations I had. One of the 

ways I used to achieve that was developing a series of exercises that employed unorthodox 

practice methods such as employing uncommon fingerings for certain technical material.  

The performance component of the Masters program involves three recitals, recordings of which 

are included with this research submission. The printed programs for each of these recitals are 

included in the appendices of this thesis. At the time of my first recital I was still interested in the 

topic of the harmonic series. I believed it was important as many of the exercises I was developing 

and practising involved overtones from the natural harmonic series. I was also at the time 

interested in natural horn playing as I found repertoire involving just notes from the harmonic 

series to be intriguing and challenging. I recognised that playing natural horn is similar to the 

extended use of just one fixed fingering (limited valve usage).  

Although my ultimate focus in the thesis is not on the harmonic series, I benefited from a period 

focusing on playing natural horn repertoire. This experience led me to explore uncommon 

fingerings on the modern double horn. 
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Background of the creation and development of Manual of Exercises to Improve Aspects of 

French Horn Technique 

The idea of having a collection of exercises which I could use for every technique-focused practice 

sessions was inspired by “routine” pages written for private distribution by my teachers. These 

documents consist of exercises which can be used to warmup and strengthen certain areas of 

technique. They are clearly structured to reflect progressive intensity of technical demands. The 

first exercises are relatively simple. Then the next section would be gentle scales, getting more 

demanding in content. The last section usually consists of exercises which are designed to “warm 

down”. The ordering of the exercises within the “routines” thereby reflects a sense of logical 

progression. 

Over the years in my versions of the Manual there were around twelve sections (in no particular 

order): 

1. Buzzing exercises 

2. Fundamental exercises 

3. Sustain exercises 

4. Flexibility exercises 

5. Strength-building exercises 

6. Power exercises/supplementary dynamic exercises 

7. Scale and arpeggiation exercises 

8. Focus on the harmonic series 

9. Overtones executed non-legato style 

10. Articulation exercises 

11. Fingering exercises 

12. Warm-down exercises 

At some points in time (for example around the time I was using the 8th version of the Manual) I 

used to use every exercise to develop my skills. As time went on I found that there were exercises 

that stood out as being more valuable. As the number of exercises I need to directly improve my 

technique gradually shrunk, I also found that the number of ways I used to practise these exercises 

decreased too. 

On the Incorporation of Exercises from the Manual 

In the initial stages of the research, I intended to incorporate the Manual as a supplementary 

appendix within the research submission. However I came to realise that the Manual of Selected 

Exercises and the theoretical discussions of them should be integrated within the body of the thesis.  
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The forty-eight exercises that comprise the form of the Manual in this thesis are ordered to 

progress logically from gentle warmup to rigorous power-building exercises. As well as a possible 

stand-alone set of exercises which can be used to assist technical development, they also 

complement the theories present in the thesis. As in the Manual, some of these exercises have 

been self-composed and others selected by published material by other brass musicians. 

On using material from the Selection of Exercises  

Most of the instructions and advice for each exercise stem from much experimentation and 

findings in relation to the practical issues which I encountered. However, they remain only 

suggestions and may be executed and adopted in ways that best suits the practitioner’s level of 

playing. 

It is also beneficial for the player to evaluate his/her use of the exercises and the effectiveness of 

the ways they are executed. Hornists are also encouraged to create new exercises which further 

develop the principles underlying the technical exercises offered here. 

Basic definitions of key terms 

1. Uncommon fingerings 

Since the standardization of the usage of double horn, fingerings advocated in classic texts like 

those by Schuller (1992), Farkas (1956) and Tuckwell (1978) are considered commonly used 

fingerings. These fingerings are used in performances. Any fingerings avoided and not 

recommended in those texts are thus considered to be uncommon fingerings. 

2. Alternative fingerings 

Many hornists have generally only one fingering system they use for their performances. For notes 

that have more than one fingering option, they usually have around one to two favourite choices. 

The fingerings that are not the common choice are considered here to be “alternative fingerings”. 

Yet some players such as myself think that alternative fingerings still can be equally effective and 

used in performance.  

3. Limited Valve Usage 

On a valved horn, the term Limited Valve Usage refers to when the player uses only one fixed 

fingering to execute a range of notes for a significant duration. This approach develops the 

technique required to play a natural horn, that is, an instrument that does not have any valves.  
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4. Unlimited valve usage 

This term refers to when the player on the modern horn freely uses different valves to change 

pitches in preference to using alternative harmonics above the same fundamental. The term is 

obviously not applicable on natural horns. 

5. Good embouchure 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to have a section devoted to the complex and intricate issues 

regarding embouchure. However, after years of learning, lessons and performances with many 

teachers I conclude that: 

1. A good embouchure setup enables one to play with a good degree of flexibility and facility 

across the wide range of the instrument. 

2. A good embouchure should increase a player’s stamina.  

3. There are no single definitive ways of building a good embouchure due to individual 

differences of each player’s muscle build-up. 

4. Building up a good embouchure can be a long-term process. 

5. Playing with embouchure pressure appropriate for one player is crucial for allowing good 

vibrancy of tone and efficient executions. 

6. It is beneficial to execute exercises designed to strengthen the facial muscles. 
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Literature Review 

Due to the small quantities of pedagogical sources directly written about fingerings in French horn 

playing, it was difficult to ascertain exactly what the different schools of thought on this subject are. 

The sources I have reviewed for this thesis are classic texts used worldwide by pedagogues and 

students for learning and teaching. From many general layouts of the sources, it was clear that 

fingering did not feature as a primary topic while a topic such as embouchure did. Recognising that 

the main sources have relatively little to say about the topic of this thesis further encouraged my 

curiosity. 

 

On page three in his excellent A Daily Practice Routine for Horn (2007), Hector McDonald advises 

players to “…use as much F-Horn as possible” but offers no further explanation for this. However 

this kind of idea is also advocated by other authors, such as Barry Tuckwell who believes there are 

“inherent defects” in the usage of traditional fingerings (1978, p.22). Because of this, he suggests 

that alternative fingerings can, and in fact should, be used. Tuckwell also use scientific evidence to 

prove the defects noting that “the 5th and 10th harmonics are “on the flat side” (p.22) while the 9th 

harmonic produced via any fingering combination are “on the sharp side”. (p.22) Additionally he 

believes most of the pitches which belong to the 7th, 11th, 13th and 14th harmonics are out of tune 

on most horns. 

 

Some authors express that fingering is a major part of technique. On the above topic of alternative 

fingerings, Tuckwell recommends that alternative fingerings should only be employed only if there 

is already a “solid technique based on the customary legitimate fingerings” (p.20). He states that 

the usage of alternative fingerings can result in timbral diversity, though it may not add to the 

facility of playing. Some of the sources I read have pages advocating what are and are not 

traditional fingerings. For example Tuckwell provides a fingering chart advocating the traditional 

choices as shown in Figure 1 below. 
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Fig. 1 Tuckwell’s Fingering chart (1978, p.22) 

 

 

Philip Farkas also produces a fingering chart in his excellent The Art of French Horn Playing (1956).  
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Fig. 2 Farkas’ Fingering Chart (1956, p.15) 

For Farkas the primary consideration in making fingering choices is the intonation of each note. 

Preceding the chart on page 14, Farkas explains the system he uses to indicate possible fingerings. 

The combinations are presented with and without brackets. The fingerings without brackets are 
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those he recommends. The fingerings in the brackets are alternative fingerings. However he notes 

that the two fingerings 1+2 (first & second valves) or 3 (third valve alone) produces the same notes 

because it lowers the open horn one and a half steps (p. 14). He states that he prefers 1+2 and he 

defines using 3 as “cross-fingering”. What Farkas does not mention is that on some horns there are 

clear differences between 3 and 1+2, such as intonation, timbre and ease of execution.  

Intonation relationships in fingering are related to the scientific nature of harmonic series. In The 

Horn (1969) by Robin Gregory, there are detailed discussions of this issue.  Gregory uses a chart to 

conclude that generally aside from the 2nd, 4th, 8th and 16th harmonics, all other harmonics in all 

keys and fingerings have “temperament errors”. (p.70) Aside from these two sections, there are no 

more significant discussions on fingering issues in his book. 

 

The relationship between fingering and the harmonic series are discussed by Schuller in his Horn 

Technique (1992). He notes that all the pitches produced are related to the harmonic series and 

provides pages of discussion on partials belonging to different keys. (pp. 8-13) He also provides the 

short statements considering the relationship between the harmonic series and fingering choices.  

Some authors consider the importance of harmonics greater than others. In The Horn (1988) by 

Bernhard Brüchle and Kurt Janetzky, the authors display a diagram of the harmonic series even up 

to the 21st harmonic. (p. 27) They also discuss the issues of valves. To them, depressing valves 

mean “merely selecting the fundamental whose harmonic series contains the desired note”. (p.83) 

Fingerings are also affected by tessitura issues- choosing a “safer fundamental…occupies a lower 

position in the harmonic series, and this lessens the risk…” (p.85) On the practical level of executing 

notes well in different registers, Hector McDonald provides the best material to help players 

practically overcome the difficulties. He creates exercises that are accompanied by technical 

explanations and observations. A specific emphasis on playing on the natural horn harmonic series 

using no combinations of fingerings can be seen: “the ability to move easily and smoothly from one 

register to another is a great asset on an instrument with a range of over 3 octaves…natural 

harmonic exercises promote an easy and fluid movement through the various registers…strengthen 

both the cheek and mouth-corner muscles”. (p.7) This quotation emphasizes a benefit of 

developing the technique of a natural hornist, that is, as it would have been before the invention of 

the valves.  

Despite the abundance of advocating series of fingering belonging to one side, or using just one 

limited position for one set of exercises, McDonald does not explicitly explain in any depth his 

reasoning for this. On page 7 he mentions that playing with certain fixed fingering for patterns 
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consisting of natural harmonics “promotes an easy and fluid movement through the various 

registers”.  He goes on to state that physically it “strengthens both the cheek and mouth-corner 

muscles”. (p.7) However, beyond this he does not expand on these claims. 

Joseph Singers’ Embouchure Building (1956) also consists of drills to assist hornists develop an 

effective and disciplined practise routine. Again the author does not explain the principles of 

fingering in any depth. Nevertheless he notes that playing with combinations of the B♭ and F sides 

should be easier. He does recommend that some sections should be entirely played on fingerings 

belonging to the F side, due to the challenges for response and accuracy. (p.1) 

The combinations of different fingerings of the B♭ and F sides on the double horn should produce 

tones which give the impression that the double horn is a single instrument, not one which consists 

of two sides. (p.1) 

He does recommend choosing fingerings “intelligently” (p.2) but never explains the principles that 

would determine which fingering choices would be the better or worse, and how these affect 

technical issues in horn playing.  

On the topic of double horn, Berv’s A creative approach to the French horn (1977) has an in-depth 

discussion about the issues of fingering selection choices and the debate about B♭ and F sides of 

double horns. He acknowledges that fingering choices may be controversial and that flexibility is 

needed when deciding which choice to make. (p.36) There are fingering charts he designed 

consisting of the fingerings he advocates. But he offers no positive nor negative viewpoints on 

those fingerings he does not advocate. These are fingerings that he describes as “alternative 

fingerings” and he believes it should only be used “under special circumstances”. (p.36) It would 

have been helpful if the author also had put forth criteria which can be used to determine the 

strengths and weaknesses of each fingering. Tone and physical comfort of each individual fingering 

for the fingers are two important considerations which players should evaluate. (p.36)  

Farkas’s discussion of the issue of fingering is in relation to the standard French horn used these 

days. The double horn, being a combination of two single horns, one in F and the other in B♭, 

involves differences in timbre as one switch between them. He lists the advantages and 

disadvantages of using the single F horn and single B♭ horn. He then discusses how these traits can 

be adapted to the Double horn. Farkas believes that the double horn is “the most practical horn for 

general use” (p.16) but believes that how players combine the fingerings of the F and B♭ side on 
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the standard instrument is personal (p.16) and he advocates his own way in an entirely new 

chapter.  

One publication which stood out amongst all others is John Daniels’ relatively recent publication of 

Special Studies for Trumpet (2011). This book is an outstanding source written for trumpeters to 

develop their technique to virtuosic levels. Despite the title, it includes extensive discussion as well 

as useful studies. The principles from his book however can be directly adapted to other brass 

instruments including the horn. Daniels does not discuss general issues of fingering specifically in 

any chapters, but his is one of the few books on brass playing that does advocate the usage of 

alternative fingerings, what he calls “bent-note-fingerings”. (p.73) He believes the aim of exploring 

these fingerings is to strengthen one’s embouchure.  

In the chapter “Strength Studies”, he defines “bent-note-fingerings” as ones which produce a bent-

note semitone down from the real note. (pp.72-73) He recommends players to play the real note 

and keep the pitch of the real note when you depress the bent-note-fingering after one beat of 

sustaining the real note. (p.73) Daniels then explains the benefits and difficulties to the 

embouchure after doing such exercises. Bent-note-fingerings are uncommon fingerings and this 

source, unlike many other books on playing brass instruments, is one of the few which 

recommends to the usage of it. I have applied Daniels’ idea into my technical routine and I found 

that it was effective in strengthening my embouchure. 
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Methodology 

The methods I used to find out how effective it is to play with uncommon fingerings involved 

recording my playing over periods of time. The musical content I used for the tests were sets of 

exercises which were compiled into a set document (initially the Manual and later part two of this 

thesis). 

Most of the tests involving the instrument were done in practice rooms ranging from the most 

reverberant acoustics (for example the great hall of the Australian National Academy of Music in 

South Melbourne Town Hall) to very dry acoustics (for example the music room of the International 

House, Melbourne University). The recordings were made and evaluated at different stages of the 

project. 

The criteria I used to determine the status of my playing changed over time. During the 
candidature the notable ones included: 

1. the  progress of my embouchure development (pressure, vibrancy, dexterity, efficiency) 

2. the level of agility in articulation (non-legato) 

3. the level of agility in slurring (legato) 

4. the level of ability to produce stability of intonation  

5. the level of ability to produce great sustains of each note 

The playing in most of these sessions took place when I felt mentally and physically fresh.  During 

the middle of each session I usually took a break to refresh myself.  

Outline of contents of technical sessions 

Each practice focussing on technical issues was around one to two hours long, depending on the 

length of my break in the middle. I executed exercises from “Selection of Exercises” using standard 

ways of playing and comparing it with limited valve usage and uncommon fingerings. Other simple 

patterns like note-based repetitions were used freely at times in the practice session. Any problems 

I perceived were noted in dot points.  Issues that needed to be addressed again in the future were 

also noted. During the whole session I experimented with standard and non-standard fingerings, 

evaluating whether it was to more beneficial to play normally or non-standard ways of playing.  

Sample practice sessions  

The following three practice sessions consisted of very similar exercises. The commentaries below 

reflect the stages of technical development of my playing over time.  They are reproduced here in 

the raw short-hand form in which they were noted at the time to show the type of annotations I 

used during the process. 
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Technical Practice session 3rd of March, 2014 

Total time: 52 minutes 

Exercises: 1, 5, 7-9, 11-14, 15, 16-23, 19, 28, 32, 34, 42 

General commentary:  

 Immediate purity of 1st note attack need focus 

 Some intonation flat in descent (ex. 1 etc.) 

 Lower register notes breaks around E♭ (low) - still not smooth (ex. 5 etc.) 

 Ex.7 Maj 7th slur only problematic one. Others= solid. Problematic in that it’s not 

consistently good. Despite this, others still sometimes have hole in slur… 

 Ex. 8=  

 Ex.9 generally stable in middle/lower registers. Long tubing fingerings much harder. 

 Flex ex generally enjoyable 

 Perf 4th flex still challenging to make it fully seamless… to address Major 3rd stuff 1st 

 1+2+3 & 2+3 combinations=fluffy tones compared to other sequences (ex. 28) 

 Choppy towards top! (ex. 32) need something stronger for embouchure shape 

 Ex 34- less choppy due to longer breaks between keys- ascending good, but descending 

sometimes notes split… 

 Ex 42 felt forever! Not good patience… 

Fingering variations:  

 Played ex. 1 all on B♭ side. Sound has less core and intonation gets sharper downwards 

 Replaced upper intervals of ex.7 with B♭ side fingering-slightly easier, although slurs 

sometimes sound like too much air is rushed into it due to exhaling (for this exercise) used 

to the ways of executing with resistance 

 Ex. 9 played with normal fingering is already hard enough (even in high register) 

 In ex.32 replacing the 3rd & 4th notes with B♭ fingering makes slurs much easier 

Concluding remarks and things to work on: 

 work on rfz tonguing /articulation  

 aim to gain further high register naturalization/skills to execute with more relaxation 

 aim to conquer notes with more resistance 

 more air sustain needed! 

 Strengthen lower register tonguing 
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Technical Practice session 5th of June, 2015 

Total time: 1hours 19 minutes 

Exercises: 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-16, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28-31, 32-37, 39, 42-48 

General commentary:  

 Stronger +more vibrant slurring of mid-low register= 

 Cuivre quality (resonant centered tones) of low register only consistently achieved in forte 

dynamic 

 Ex 7-9= 

 Flex ex= 

 Legato of extension flex  

 Semiquaver of trill-training ex keep can get faster= 

 Still can’t minimize pressure of ex 32… 

 Daniels’ ex=solid. Really enjoyable 

 Feel good after final baroque tpt ex. 

Fingering variations:  

 Ex. 2 all on B♭ side=smooth as~ 

 Ex. 7 better to switch to B♭ side only from Ab onwards. Similar resistance still applies to F 

side top intervals (Db to G) 

 For the opening of each sequence in ex.33, I tried fingering it with B♭ combination. Allows 

more space in the bend 

 Ex. 43-48 didn’t feel easier to articulate with quality even with unlimited valve usage  

Concluding remarks and things to work on: 

 Soft low playing need addressing immediately 

 To rfz: keep golden sound throughout all registers 
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Technical Practice session 26th of December, 2015 

Total time: 39 minutes 

Exercises: 2, 3, 5, 7, 19, 25, 28, 32, 39 

General commentary:  

 Smooth legatos~ 

 Equalized attacks of chromatic descents only not very easy-sounding in soft dynamics 

 Love intense resistance slurs~ 

 Arpeggio leaps not flexible enough in fast tempo 

 Smaller aperture +less pressure in ascents into high register=improvement 

 Jaw+ corners strengthening of JL’s ex= 

Fingering variations:  

 Ex 3 sounds best with combinations (B♭ and F sides) 

 For intonation precision in ex.7 the best solution is combination of all sides. This allows the 

air to blow through the slur and support the note more easily 

 Trying out Lin’s exercise in ex.25 in B♭ side sequences requires more efficiency in the buzz, 

much easier to become strained in the embouchure…didn’t take enough break for first two 

sequences…the lips felt tired… 

Concluding remarks and things to work on: 

 To continue playing with less pressure 

 Fingering coordination- speed up 
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Audio as evidence of technical improvement 

The extracts of the audios of exercises highlighted in bold (nos. 7, 15, 19, 28 and 32) show some of 

the strengthening of my abilities over time. These are taken from the three practice sessions above. 

Results 

Comparisons of executions of exercise 7 (Alden Cai) 

Audio 1 Exercise 7 (March, 2014) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7a/s-rAN7D 

Shaky sustains despite generally smooth slurs, characterize much of the execution. Sustains in the 

higher tessitura towards the end improved slightly. Slurring of bigger intervals towards the end 

worsened. Intonation of the notes which employed uncommon fingerings (e.g. F# with 1+2+3) 

sounds clearly out of tune. However that is not as important as the timbres being very different 

generally to the root of the slurs (middle written C). This showed the lack of sufficient embouchure 

strength in maintaining a quality buzz to the higher note. Air support and speed also played a factor 

in the deficiency of timbral consistency. 

Audio 6 Exercise 7 (June, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7b/s-mjarb 

More air support and richer airstreams helped maintain a richer timbre. Despite improved air 

control the tonguing and initial articulations of notes were sometimes not solid. Generally the 

quality of sustains were better than the execution of March 2014. Slurring of larger intervals, such 

as the perfect 5th, was still imperfect at times. Timbres of notes sound more similar in each interval 

set than in the execution of March 2014 (audio above).  

Audio 11 Exercise 7 (December, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7c/s-wSdEZ 

Articulation of initial attacks were more decisive, although not at all times relaxed. Sustains 

towards the middle of the whole execution of the exercise were sometimes not strong. However 

compared to the two executions of two years earlier the sound quality sounds more vibrant. This 

was due to improvements in embouchure-related issues, such as more efficiency in the vibrations, 

stronger lip buzz, more efficiency in embouchure pressure and stronger muscle memory. Air 

control is more improved as the airstream was more relaxed. Somehow some of the notes 

belonging to the uncommon fingerings (like F# played using 1+2+3) did not sound as sharp and 

clearly out-of-tune as the executions of two years ago. Overall the slurs were smoother and this 

showed the benefits of practising an exercise incorporating resistance in the fingering.  

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7a/s-rAN7D
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7b/s-mjarb
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex7c/s-wSdEZ
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Comparisons of executions of exercise 15 (Hector McDonald, 2007, p.7) 

Audio 2 Exercise 15 (March, 2014) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15a/s-KPLHt 

Slurs were not smooth and occasionally the lowest note of each pattern was too flat intonation. 

Some of these lowest notes (especially in the Horn in B pattern) sound forced as the embouchure 

did not have good muscle memory of it. 

Audio 7 Exercise 15 (June, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15b/s-SVKd7 

The sound of the playing was better than the execution of March 2014. Intonation flaws were 

fewer in this execution. The patterns requiring the longest fingerings (1+3, 1+2+3) sounded as if 

there were more resistance in the notes. This meant that quality air control was lacking. 

Audio 12 Exercise 15 (December, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15c/s-nCdjb 

Despite some notes being slightly weak in energy/timbre, this execution had better control. There 

were less differences in the sound qualities between each pattern executed using different 

fingerings. Timbral consistency was also due to better air control and a stronger embouchure. Slurs 

were smoother than the above two executions.  

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15a/s-KPLHt
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15b/s-SVKd7
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex15c/s-nCdjb
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Comparisons of executions of exercise 19 (Alden Cai) 

Audio 3 Exercise 19 (March, 2014) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19a/s-Dl04o 

There is a lack of consistency in the smooths of slurs. The second part of the slurs sounded as if I 

needed more effort.  

Audio 8 Exercise 19 (June, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19b/s-XjunE 

The sound is much improved compared to the March 2014 execution. Bumpy landings still occur. 

Some notes still sound forced, perhaps due to the lack of air support and too much reliance on 

embouchure buzz. Tonal consistency was more prevalent than the execution in March 2014. 

Audio 13 Exercise 19 (December, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19c/s-9fYIP 

Fluid slurs with more relaxed air overrides the notes with more resistance.  

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19a/s-Dl04o
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19b/s-XjunE
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex19c/s-9fYIP
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Comparisons of executions of exercise 28 (Alden Cai) 

Audio 4 Exercise 28 (March, 2014) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28a/s-0mYXx 

Most of all pedal tones were played with too much force. The last sequence on 1+2+3 shows 

struggles with the articulation as it sounds more “worked-up”. The tones sounds unrelaxed. 

Despite relaxed air and decisive tonguing there was a lack of consistency of tones and intonation 

stability. 

Audio 9 Exercise 28 (June, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28b/s-y6WKz 

Articulation was still inconsistent like the above execution. However the tonal qualities sound more 

relaxed. Differences between sequences of different fingerings were eliminated. 

Audio 14 Exercise 28 (December, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28c/s-FB7A5 

The execution sounds relaxed and in control. The resistances of notes belonging to longer tubings 

were overridden. The embouchure was able to treat all the sequences like one without being 

weaker in one.  

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28a/s-0mYXx
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28b/s-y6WKz
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex28c/s-FB7A5
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Comparisons of executions of exercise 32 (Alden Cai) 

Audio 5 Exercise 32 (March, 2014) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32a/s-dxV6B 

Some higher register tones get flatter intonation and thinner in quality as I went higher. Many slurs 

were faulty. Lack of control and confidence towards the higher register shows a lack of overriding 

the difficulties of playing high harmonics. 

Audio 10 Exercise 32 (June, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32b/s-2RO5e 

Despite some faulty articulations (caused by over-decisive tonguing) the slurring was much better 

than the execution of March 2014. The B♭ side executions were clearly lacking confidence, and 

despite repeating some sequences the quality and skill of executing these challenging sequences 

did not improve. Despite improved intonation compared to the execution of March 2014, the 

sound still did not sound relaxed and golden. 

Audio 15 Exercise 32 (December, 2015) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32c/s-Fsw9o 

Some sustains could have been better. But the slurring and control of the high register was much 

improved than the preceding two executions. This showed an improvement in embouchure 

strength, air control and high register playing. Time was needed to get used to the resistances of 

the higher partials.  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32a/s-dxV6B
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32b/s-2RO5e
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/ex32c/s-Fsw9o
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How practising with limited valve usage and 

uncommon fingerings can enhance a hornist’s 

technique 

Part 1: Background on harmonic partials, tuning systems, notations and fingerings 

1.  The natural harmonic series 

When any length of tubing made out of wood or brass is blown with a substantial amount of lip 

pressure and air speed, the vibration of the air within the tubing creates a sound. The lowest of the 

possible pitches produced is called the “fundamental”. When blown with faster air and more lip 

tension, higher pitches are produced above the fundamental. These pitches are called harmonics, 

overtones or partials.  The first harmonic is an octave higher and as the available partials continue, 

the pitches rise. The number of the partials used by orchestral brass players is usually between 16 

and 21.The following diagram shows a harmonic series up to the 21st harmonic based on a C 

fundamental.  

Fig. 3 The harmonic series of C, (Janetsky & Brüchle, 1988, p.27) 
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2a. The general tuning system of the French horn 

The modern French horn has tubing with the fundamentals of F, B♭, F alto (an octave higher than   

the lower F) or A. When it is played without any valves (open) the partials available to the player 

belong to the harmonic series based on the fundamental of those notes.   

The harmonic series of open F side 

 

Harmonic series of open B♭ side 

  

The flat signs of the 7th and 11th harmonics in these two figures indicate that these notes are very 

flat in intonation. The sharp signs of the 13th and 14th signs indicate that those notes are sharp in 

intonation. 
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2b. The system of valves 

All modern valved French horns have at least three valves, with a majority of horns having at least 

one extra valve operated by the thumb. When any of these valves are depressed, the total length 

of tubing is lengthened. For example, depressing the second valve detunes the whole instrument 

by a semitone. Thereby, if the horn is in F (without any other valves depressed) then pressing the 

second valve essentially turns it into a horn in E. 

The effects of valve depression  

F horn (open) 

 

E horn (depression of 2nd valve, detuning a semitone): 

 

The following diagram summarizes the valve combinations and their detuning capabilities: 
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The valve system (first six harmonics) based on detuning
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3. Transposition, notation and influences of natural horns 

Natural horns can only produce notes belonging to one harmonic series. The key of the instrument 

could be changed by using crooks that altered the length of tubing. Before valves were invented, 

the following natural horns were commonly used: horn in B♭ alto, A alto, A♭ alto G alto, F, E, E♭, D, 

C, B♭ basso. (Gregory, 1969, p.28) 

The invention of the valves allowed hornists to play notes beyond those of one harmonic series. 

Valved horns became popular after those developed by Heinrich Stoelzel between 1815 to 1819. 

(Janetzky & Brüchle, 1988, pp.73-79) Nevertheless some composers up to the mid-20th century 

such as Richard Strauss still appreciated the unique qualities of the natural horn. For example 

pitches in higher registers when played on the F horn are distinctly different in sound quality when 

played on the B♭ horn. For many composers the choice of crook depended on the harmonic 

content of the piece. The following example from Weber’s overture from Der Freischütz 

demonstrates an example of using two different kinds of horns for harmonic contexts - the second 

pair of horns in C plays the theme in the tonic in bar 10 and the first pair in F for the theme in the 

subdominant in bar 14: 
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Fig. 4 The opening of Weber’s Der Freischütz (Dover Publications, 1978, p.7) 

 

There are other later composers who write horn parts notated as if for natural horns, but unlike 

Weber, really intended the horn part to be played on a valved horn. The following excerpt from Act 

Two of Wagner’s Lohengrin exemplifies this. If it is played on natural horn there is not enough time 

to change the main crook.  
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Fig. 5 The horn parts in Wagner’s Lohengrin (Janetzky & Brüchle, 1988, p.82) 

  

Perhaps Wagner did not want to notate parts chromatically in one key as he thought hornists were 

more accustomed to reading pitches of the harmonic series notated for natural horns. 
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4a. The modern valved horn 

The modern valved horn is in essence one instrument that enables the player to combine several 

natural horns in different keys. The single horn has seven harmonics series. The double horn has 14 

harmonic series, with two overlapping. The fingering charts on pages 42 and 43 shows the keys of 

the different valve combinations. 

There are pitches which have at least two fingering possibilities. The differences between the 

sounds of these alternate fingerings are discussed below.   

4b. On the Individual properties of each fingering combination on the double horn 

Open fingering of F side  

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

Generally the F open fingering has a comparatively solid and open timbre. The 5th and 6th harmonic 

tends to be flat and not resonant. From the 8th harmonic upwards the quality of the core of the 

note becomes thinner.  

2nd valve of F side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

The E horn partials sounds (if played with good embouchure producing centred sounds) robust and 

slightly less bright than the open F side. The 8th to 10th partials do not sound as thin as the same 

ones on the F side open fingering. 

1st valve of F side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

The 5th and 6th harmonics tend to sound less robust than the rest of the harmonics till the 8th 

harmonic. The E♭ horn naturally sounds slightly darker than the E horn fingering (F 2). 

1+2 valves of F side (or 3 valve of F side) 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

The middle register of the slide belonging to horn in D are darker and it feels as if there is more 

resistance. The robustness does not feel as open and free-blowing as the F open combination. The 

5th harmonic tends to be quite sharp in intonation. The 10th harmonic is quite weak in timbral 

richness.  

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
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2+3 valves of F side  

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

Due to the much longer tubing the timbres of horn in D♭ are warmer but to not penetrate as easily. 

Volume and power demand a more intense air flow. The 5th and 6th harmonics are duller in tone 

with the former being generally flat in intonation and the latter being sharper. The 10th harmonic is 

very flat.  

1+3 valves of F side  

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

Usually, aside from the 2nd harmonic, all the other harmonics above it have a sharp intonation. If 

not blown with enough support and air quantity the notes of the C horn feel stuffy (when below 

forte dynamic) and lacking core (when at forte or above). The resistance levels of the notes 

belonging to the 8th and above harmonics are very high. 

1+2+3 valves of F side (full depression) 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

Most of the notes have a shaky intonation when the three valves are depressed. The core of each 

timbre is hard to execute. As it has got the relatively longest tubing, the B♭ horn notes sound very 

mellow and muffled if not played with incisive air support. It is difficult to make a vibrant and 

golden sound with these three valves depressed. Nevertheless the pedal F# can be played well if 

the embouchure is well developed. 

Open fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

As the slide with notes for the second highest tessitura (C alto is the highest crook), the B♭ horn has 

characteristics of a small horn with trumpet-like qualities (as in the parts of Haydn’s 51st 

Symphony). The notes from the 3nd harmonics onwards lack the warmth of F horn combinations. 

Already around the 8th harmonic the timbre is quite bright. The 10th harmonic may sound dull, but 

when played with vigour it can sound declamatory. Above it the notes are shrill.  

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
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Fig. 6 The B♭ alto horn parts in Haydn’s 51st Symphony (trio) (Universal Edition, p.49) 

 

I cite the recording by Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra (Sony track 7, 2’05-3’10) as I believe that 

performance is one of the best executed example of showing the shrill nature of the B♭ natural 

horn.  

2nd fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

The qualities of this slide which produces notes of the A alto natural horn has similar qualities to 

the B♭ alto horn above though is slightly rounder. 

1st fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

This fingering has notes which are much warmer than the other two neighbouring B♭ side 

fingerings above.  

1st and 2nd fingering of B♭ side (or 3rd fingering) 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

This fingering has a darker tone than the Ab horn fingering above. 

2nd and 3rd fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

Horn in G♭ (or F#) has generally very warm and coaxing tones 

1st and 3rd fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

A duplication of the open F side fingering producing the F horn partials, this slide has unique 

qualities. The timbre is not as mellow or deep as the F open fingering notes. There is less resistance 

playing notes belonging to it. However the intonation is dubious. 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
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1st, 2nd and 3rd fingering of B♭ side 

Audio link in https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9 

The intonation of the notes here are dubious.  

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/4bindivprop/s-IBjO9
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5. Harmonic partial properties 

1st harmonic (The fundamental) 

The fundamentals belonging to the F side fingering combinations are extremely difficult to 

articulate on their own. It is possible to play them but the chances of secure execution are low and 

the qualities of each production inconsistent with one another. The best one, belonging to F open 

(written C), has very deep tuba-like qualities. The colour is veiled. It has a tendency to become 

woofy. The other notes below it have similar qualities and gets progressively darker. 

The fundamental partials belonging to the B♭ side fingering combinations however have quite 

different characteristics. The timbre is more open and has more resonance. The top two notes 

(written F and E) are quite vibrant if played well. It has strident trombone-like qualities if played 

well in a loud dynamic. 

2nd harmonic  

There are very clear differences between the notes of the shorter slides than the longer slides. The 

general difference is that, as more length of tubing are used, the darker and cloudier (and less 

resonant) it becomes. This can be avoided if the player has a very strong low horn embouchure and 

use appropriate air quantity for those notes.  

3rd harmonic  

Played loud, the F side fingerings can easily sound edgy. When played without force they may 

sound mellow. The intonation of the 2+3, 1+3 and 1+2+3 combinations sharpens and it becomes 

more difficult to attack as it gets lower. 

The B♭ side fingerings are very different to the F side fingerings: they are brighter but lack core in 

the sound. When played with intensity the sound does not get edgy due to the lack of resistance 

(unlike on the F side) but instead gets thin and cold. 

4th harmonic  

1+3 and 1+2+3 on both sides are very sharp in intonation and hereby are used rarely. The other 

fingerings produce more convincing and stable intonations. The timbre of F side fingerings is 

generally rounded and warm. It is brassy and golden when played forte. There is depth and 

complexity in the timbre. The timbre of the B♭ fingerings has less of these qualities of the F side 

fingerings. 
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5th harmonic  

The tone of these harmonics can sound weak and dull when played on the F side fingerings. When 

played loud, the timbres do not get immediately brassy and edgy easily. 

The B♭ side fingerings produce notes without much core except 1+2 (written F#). Moreover, the 

intonations can be quite flat. 

6th harmonic  

The F side notes have more resistance. The B♭ side starts to have more core and depth of timbre. 

7th harmonic  

In all fingerings there is a dull quality to this harmonic. It is unusual to execute it on valved horn 

except for specific circumstances.  One example is considered below in relation to Zug by Enno 

Poppe that I performed in May 2015. Another example can be seen in Fig 7, when composer Paul 

Stanhope asks the player to play the B♭ with F open fingering in bar 34.  

8th harmonic  

All fingerings are able to produce vibrant and soaring timbres. The F side fingerings may involve 

more flat intonations.  

9th harmonic  

On a few F side fingerings (on my horn the E and E♭ horn fingerings) the quality of the 9th harmonic 

can be very open and sonorous. The other F side fingerings sound a bit thin. The B♭ side fingerings 

sound very open, except the ones executed on B♭ 1+2, 2+3, 1+3 & 1+2+3 valves.  

10th harmonic  

Most of the F side fingerings have a flat intonation. The tone does not sound stable and open - it is 

dull, sagging in intensity. The B♭ side fingerings have flat intonation and a weaker timbre too 

except for maybe B♭ 1+2 valves (F#). 

11th, 13th and 14th harmonics  

Due to the dubious intonation of these harmonics and the fact that different horns are tuned 

differently, these harmonics do not have consistent descriptions. It is unusual to execute these 

harmonics. Only in certain repertoire, such as Paul Stanhope’s Dawn Interlude, does one execute 

one of such harmonic. 
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Fig. 7 Excerpt from Paul Stanhope’s Dawn Interlude (Australian Music Centre) 

 

The composer makes the F quarter sharp with an accidental sign in bar 35 and other bars. 

Specifically to be played using F horn fingering, this means the note will be a 11th harmonic of the F 

harmonic series. 

12th harmonic  

It is difficult to sustain this harmonic on all F side fingerings. The quality is thin and overblowing 

usually results in a piercing and nasal quality. Most of these fingerings usually produce a flat 

intonation. The B♭ side fingerings sound more stable. When the note is articulated decisively it can 

vary from the intense to the magically floaty.   

15th and 16th harmonic  

Playing these harmonics requires a very fine embouchure and fast air speed. It is challenging to 

execute with F side fingerings and achieve good intonation. On the B♭ side however it is possible. It 

is challenging to play these notes. (See the discussion on Haydn’s 51st symphony on page 37.)  
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6. Uncommon fingerings 

The following fingering chart shows fingerings that are uncommon in usage (circled in black). 

Pitches belonging to the 7th, 11th, 13th, 14th and 15th harmonics are not presented as they have 

inconsistent properties with intonation and timbre varying significantly between different horns. 

Fingerings of B♭ side 1+2+3 and B♭ side 1+3 are not presented as they overlap F side fingerings 2 

and open. These two B♭ side fingerings are not commonly used.  
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Part 2: The Benefits of playing with uncommon fingerings 

1. Limited valve usage 

Due to the limitations of playing in natural horn modes, the lips have to cope with harmonics which 

the player might otherwise avoid through using other fingerings. Usually, jumping from a lower to a 

higher pitch is more challenging as the resistance level rises. The following audio compares the 

execution process of an arpeggio of (written) C major played entirely on the open F side. 

 

Audio 1 C major arpeggio executed natural horn style 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud1/s-s9DfT 

The next audio consists of an execution process of the same material but played with a B♭ open 

fingering for the last note. 

Audio 2 C major arpeggio executed modern horn style 

 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud2/s-uvo83 

A difference of intensity on the last note is distinctly audible. On the first audio example the note 

has a more dull tone with a slightly flat intonation. On the second audio it is more pure and 

rounded. Playing the arpeggio using version 1 would be more challenging to achieve a more 

convincing result. The duller tone would require more air speed and more precise embouchure. 

However, if one can master the more difficult process of execution needed for the former (audio 1); 

one has developed a skill which makes playing the second approach (audio 2) much easier.  

Playing repertoire with limited valves on double horn in homage to the natural horn tradition can 

be very challenging. The case study below demonstrates the different ways of pitching and 

execution. 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud1/s-s9DfT
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud2/s-uvo83
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Case study: executing the exposition of the first movement from Mozart’s 4th Horn Concerto 

Fig. 8 Excerpt from Mozart’s 4th Horn Concerto K.495 (1st movement). (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1881, p.3) 

The solo part is written in E♭. The first three notes in concert sounding pitches are E♭, G and B♭. 

 

The initial three notes can be played using various combinations on the double horn. If one was to 

play these notes entirely using the F side 1st valve to produce the partials of the E♭ crook, it is 

challenging to maintain a consistent intonation and timbre. To produce these notes played this way 

is much harder than using a combination of different valves.  

 (notated in Eb) 

These three notes in a natural hornist’s language simply mean “doh mi soh” of E♭ major (8th, 10th 

and 12th harmonics). Before the invention of valves, the technology was not advanced enough to 

produce horns which allowed players to think of the horn as one instrument producing more than 

three octaves of chromatic notes. The natural horn player would therefore classify the highness or 

lowness of the tessitura by either the key of the crook used; or the partial being played. 

In terms of the execution process, playing the phrase in natural horn style sounds shriller as the 

pitch ascends: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://imslp.org/wiki/Breitkopf_und_H%C3%A4rtel
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Audio 3 opening of Mozart 4th horn concerto (solo part) natural horn style 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud3/s-c9779 

The intonation of the second note (sounding G) sounds flat and inconsistent. However it is slightly 

appropriate in the context because it functions as a major third of E♭ major.  Compared to the 

second note played (sounding G) below in Audio 4, this note is dull in color and flat in intonation. 

Audio 4 opening of Mozart 4th horn concerto (solo part) modern horn style 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud4/s-92oAa 

When played with the nominated fingering choice above (B♭ 1, 12, 0) the partial numbers that 

result are the 6th, 8th and 8th partials. Compared to the natural horn style of playing the partial 

numbers are lower and different properties of the B♭ side slides are used. The sounds are not 

shriller/thinner as the pitches climb; due to the fact the partials are lower. The shriller nature of 

version 1 is due to the increased resistance which the embouchure encounters when playing those 

partials. The tone qualities of the notes were harder to sustain and the buzz can slip below to a 

lower partial. The intonation of the second note played (sounding G) was sharper than that in 

Audio 3. But the timbre was fuller.  

Playing with limited valve usage for an extended time may prove fatiguing. This is because to 

alternate between different pitches using just one fingering combination the lips have to adapt to 

different resistance and pressures caused by the change of the partial numbers. The higher the 

tessitura, the closer the partials and this requires the necessity to buzz with more intensity. The 

lower the tessitura, the more distance between the partials. This means the need for more jaw 

movement and decreased lip pressure. The diversities of changes were factors which made playing 

like a natural horn very challenging. However, it is useful to use this way of playing to prepare 

repertoire. In most cases intonation may sound unreliable and timbres inconsistent. However, 

when one returns to use traditional fingering combinations it should feel easier. An example how 

one can use limited valve usage can be seen in an execution of the third movement of Sea Eagle by 

Peter Maxwell-Davies.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud3/s-c9779
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud4/s-92oAa
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Case study: executing the third movement from Peter Maxwell-Davies’ Sea Eagle as part of 

preparation for ANAM recital 3, June 2015. 

Fig. 9 Excerpt from Peter Maxwell-Davies’ Sea Eagle (p.3, Chester Music)

  

There are many fingering combinations possible for these bars. If one scrutinizes the pitch material 

one can find that it is possible to use a fixed F-side 1+2+3 fingering for all the notes up to the 

written C♭ even though not every note is in tune. Then the remainder of the phrase can be 

achieved by applying F side 2nd valve and then B♭ side 2nd valve. This fingering combination proves 

useful for executing the glissando effect that is intended to portray a swooping eagle: 

Excerpt from Peter Maxwell-Davies’ Sea Eagle executed with limited valve usage (p.3, Chester 

Music)

 

Audio 5 limited valve usage execution of excerpt from Sea Eagle by Maxwell-Davies 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud5/s-G1Kz7 

A more accurate version of this would be a fingering combination of usage of B♭ and F sides, 

allowing an easier and more definitive articulation of the phrase.  

Excerpt from Peter Maxwell-Davies’ Sea Eagle executed with unlimited valve usage (p.3, Chester 

Music)

 

Audio 6 unlimited valve usage execution of excerpt from Sea Eagle by Maxwell-Davies 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud6/s-mX20i 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud5/s-G1Kz7
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/6benaud6/s-mX20i
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Case study: executing the first horn part of First Brandenburg Concerto by Johann Sebastian Bach 

as part of ANAM project, May 2014. 

I found that limited use of the valves were beneficial when preparing for performances of baroque 

music. I practised the entire horn part as if playing on natural horn. The initial challenges of just 

executing harmonics belonging to the F open fingering had to be overcome. Aside the greater 

resistance levels and firmer embouchure needed, I had to get used to attacking harmonics which 

lie very close together. This required careful and efficient articulation.  

Next were the challenges of executing in the very high range of the instrument for an extended 

period of time. Stamina issues arose in the initial days of natural horn mode executions and it took 

time to overcome this challenge. After getting used to executing the part using no valve changes, I 

tried executing the part with valves. The most apparent differences in feeling were the comparison 

of high Cs played on two fingerings. Playing it with F open, the high C is the 16th harmonic; shrill 

and difficult to sustain with ease. Playing it with the B♭ open fingering it becomes the 12th 

harmonic. The feeling of instability with a flat intonation when played with F open is gone. The 

following is the analysis of what harmonics are played during an execution of the music: 

Fig. 10 Excerpt from Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto no.1 (Dover Publications, 1976, p.8) 

  
 

 

(Used in practice) 

 

 

Audio 7 excerpt of execution of bars 65 and 66 using natural horn style execution (all on F open) 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bcnh/s-E3PMT 

 

(Used in performance) Fingered on modern instrument: 

 

Audio 8 excerpt of execution of bars 65 and 66 using modern horn style execution (combinations) 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bcmh/s-MftlQ 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bcnh/s-E3PMT
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bcmh/s-MftlQ
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From the analysis we can see that the natural horn mode does not allow repeated appearances of 

the same harmonic if the pitch changes. Playing it in the modern way allows execution of the same 

harmonic but belonging to different valves, even if the pitches are different. It allowed me to play 

notes belonging to harmonics of a lower number. These possibilities facilitated the executions. 
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2. “Bent notes” 

Bending notes involves either gradual drop or rise of an intonation after an initial sustain. 

Producing the note by directly aiming at a lower pitch (part of the lower body of the note, 

uncentered) is unusual these days, but was common in the era of natural horn playing. (Gregory, 

p.23) 

Case study: the first movement from Beethoven’s Horn Sonata as preparation of  

ANAM recital 1, May 2014 

In Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano and Horn op.17 written to be played on the natural horn in F, the 

hornist is required to play a low G in the second half of the first movement.  

Fig. 11 Excerpt from Beethoven’s Horn Sonata (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1863, p.9) 

  

Technically, there is no partial in the F series that correspond to that note and so it cannot be 

played unless a C crook is added.  The only solution on the natural horn is to play the low C and 

produce the low G via attacking the lower “room” of the low C.  

Audio 1 natural-horn style execution (with bent tones) of excerpt from Beethoven’s Horn Sonata 

(1st movement) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benaud1/s-YIRxV 

 

It is difficult to make the executed timbre produced on a wrong part of a note convincing. An 

excellent example can be found in the recording by Anthony Halstaad (L’Osieau-Lyre CD 445994-2, 

track 4, 7’27-7’42).  

Nevertheless it was beneficial to try achieving a convincing result because to do so: 

1. The release of the air must be strong and stable and relaxed. 

2. The release of air must not lose quantity or stop before the attack. 

3. The jaw and chin must be adjusted at the best positions (usually low and forward) to play 

the bent note with a resonant sound. 

4. The tonguing must be relaxed (executed with not too much force). 

5. The corners of the mouth need the right pressure for the buzz. 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benaud1/s-YIRxV
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It is unusual to play a pedal note with another pedal note’s fingering. The aim was to make the 

bent note sound as good as the pedal note above. After some time, I trialled the execution of the 

pedal G using the modern valve combination (not bent). I hoped that spending time playing the 

pedal G bent allowed me to play better.  

Initially, the low G did not sound good because there was too much tongue in the attack. 

Audio 2 low G with bad tonguing https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benxxton/s-TDHIy 

 

The next stage was to achieve more efficient tonguing. The ultimate result took time to develop, 

but a significant improvement was achieved. 

Audio 3 developed execution of low G https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7bengemb/s-ea0l1 

Audio 4 another developed execution of low G (2) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benaud2/s-

CRDCc 

 

A masterly recording of the execution on modern horn would sound similar to Hermann 

Baumann’s recording (Philips, CD 416816-1 track 3, 07’36-07’50).   

Exercises written by John Daniels (2011) address the art of bending notes and its technical 

intricacies. The 33rd, 35th, 36th and 38th exercises in my Selection of Exercises can be used to 

improve not only the physical aspects in the art of horn playing but also the strengthening of the 

existing dexterity of the player to be conquer challenges such as the notes of the lower register.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benxxton/s-TDHIy
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7bengemb/s-ea0l1
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benaud2/s-CRDCc
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/7benaud2/s-CRDCc
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3. Huffing 

It is a challenge to articulate notes belonging to any range of the horn convincingly and decisively 

any time, especially in abruptly-made executions. To produce a response with convincing tone and 

to hit the core of every note has been one of the main skills I sought to acquire during my 

candidature. A skill which I found necessary to develop was that of huffing. Huffing is the name 

given for air attacks producing a note without the use of the tongue. It took me around a few 

months to develop an ability to huff the majority of notes of all registers. The benefits of huffing 

were that it develops muscle memory for each note without the aid of other elements like tongue, 

throat and air speed. It simply encourages the embouchure to vibrate straightaway, without 

necessarily needing lots of air support. For a period I had been using the tongue as the main tool to 

initiate articulation of notes. This was not efficient. In articulating notes of the low register I found 

that many notes sounded better without the decisive tongue attacks which happen usually in 

articulating notes from the middle register. Articulation without tonguing helped foster a better 

embouchure for low horn playing.  

The technical criteria which contribute to the difficulty of huffing were: 

1. The length of tubing, which determines 

a. The quantity of air needed to vibrate 

b. The speed of immediate vibration required from the lips 

2. The number of the overtone, which determines  

a. the level of resistance of individual harmonics 

b. the amount of tension the lips need to handle. 

3. The tessitura of the pitch 

I used the following criteria to determine the quality of the huffed notes 

1. How relaxed the sound is 

2. How centred the tone is 

3. How immediate the buzz is 

4. How acceptable the intonation is 

5. How quickly I center the pitch 

The two hardest types of notes to huff belonged to the notes which had a high overtone number 

and notes of the low registers. Any of these notes played using uncommon fingerings made the 

huffing even harder. 
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Most of the low register notes had only one fingering combination, so the time I took to huff these 

notes did not involve having to explore various fingering choices and get used to different note 

resistances.  

In early 2014 it was almost impossible for me to huff any low note, let alone one which sounded 

good. The audio sample below shows a failed attempt at huffing a complete chromatic scale from 

middle C to pedal C

 

Audio 1- bad execution of chromatic scale using huffing  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cbh/s-zxjzI 

Some time, the ability to huff was still restricted to only a few notes. Although there was some 

improvement, it still sounded very “worked-up” 

Audio 2- slightly better execution of chromatic scale using huffing  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/csbh/s-00Twb 

After discovering the existence of Julie Landsman’s excellent guide to Carmine Caruso’s exercise I 

practised using a very simple exercise (Ex. 39) hoping to improve my huffing skills. Doing it without 

taking the mouthpiece away before each execution of a note was tiring and hard to get used to at 

first. Over time this proved crucial to my ability to possess a muscle memory allowing immediate 

vibration. I started with huffing notes of the middle register. From middle C to pedal C, the notes 

had at least two fingering combination. I tried to master huffing the execution using a fingering 

with longer tubing. After that was achieved I huffed the note using a shorter combination. A 

sample below shows huffing practice on the note written B below middle C : 

Audio 3 executing written B with F side 1+3 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hb13/s-6Nh4k 

The lip vibration initially encountered a lot of resistance which I found hard to get used to. It took 

time to develop the ability. 

Audio 4 executing written B with F side 2 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hb2h/s-6Pk1K 

After getting used to huffing with 1+3, I tried huffing with F 2. This became much easier, despite 

some resistance. 

Audio 5 executing written B with B♭ side 2 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hbth2/s-oSNEw 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cbh/s-zxjzI
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/csbh/s-00Twb
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hb13/s-6Nh4k
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hb2h/s-6Pk1K
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/hbth2/s-oSNEw
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Huffing B with B♭ 2 had a more immediate response due to the shorter tubing, lower overtone 

number and the comparatively lower amount of resistance. It took less time to be able to huff this 

note with this fingering than huffing with F 1+3.  

Later I consolidated my huffing of notes of the mid-low register. 

 

Audio 6- most improved execution of chromatic scale using huffing  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bhhhu/s-VY56h 

 

After the above consolidation I explored the pitches belonging to the 2nd harmonics (pedal notes). 

Here is a sample of some of the pedal notes executed. 

Audio 7 huffing of pedal A  https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pah/s-cFlYA 

Audio 8 huffing of pedal F https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pfhh/s-3vzE0 

Huffing these pedal notes was very challenging, and at softer dynamics it was difficult. Thus the 

audios presented above were Landsman’s exercise executed forte. After some time, the huffing 

practice helped my tonguing of low pedals. 

Audio 9 tonguing of pedal A  https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pat/s-Ubraq 

Audio 10 tonguing of pedal F  https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pftt/s-keOql 

In the end I also found bending exercises, especially those of John Daniels’ helped me open up my 

sound of the low register. Nevertheless huffing was an important way for me to improve my low 

horn playing.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bhhhu/s-VY56h
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pah/s-cFlYA
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pfhh/s-3vzE0
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pat/s-Ubraq
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/pftt/s-keOql
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For notes of the middle to high registers, the following diagram shows some of the notes I found 

hardest to execute: 

 

  

In articulating notes of the high register I believed huffing exercises took away the tensions which 

prevailed a lot, such as mental nerves and throat tension. The lip corners had to be firmer and this 

allowed building a stronger embouchure. 

Audio 11 huffings of arpeggios belonging to mid-high registers 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/high-register-arpeggios-huffed 

 

There were five other notes I found challenging to play due to a lack of good muscle memories.   

  

I tried to play these notes as relaxed as possible. Using minimal embouchure pressure and relaxed 

fast air, I practised these huffs. It took time to develop but nevertheless, in the end, the tonguing of 

these notes involved less effort.  

Audio 12 huffings of five notes belonging to the B♭ side 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bbsh/s-BrqRa 

 

Huffing helped me develop better slurs and extend my range. Until the start of 2016, I have never 

been able to execute low C an octave below pedal C without tension and worry.  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/sets/high-register-arpeggios-huffed
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/bbsh/s-BrqRa
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Huffing through uncommon fingerings and low notes allowed me to expand downwards and gave 

me confidence in the low register. An audio sample of an execution of Ex 38 (Julie Landsman’s 

excellent exercise) using huffing and other recommended provided by Landman shows this. 

Exercise 38 (Exercise C, from Carmine Caruso Method adopted by Julie Landsman, Landsman, 2014, 

“Lips/Mouthpiece/Horn”) 

 

Audio 13 execution of Exercise 38 (Julie Landsman) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/jll/s-owbdE 

 

Ascending intervals into the high register has never been my forte as I had the tendency to get 

nervous. The demands of faster air, smaller and more precise aperture sometimes gave me tension 

and, as a result, inefficient use of pressure and throat tension often resulted. Landsman’s perfect 

4th exercise (Ex.41) allowed me to explore the beneficial elements of air usage via huffing.  

Exercise 41 (Exercise B, from Carmine Caruso Method adopted by Julie Landsman, Landsman, 2014, 

“Lips/Mouthpiece/Horn”) 

 

In this exercise, B means breathe attack (huffing) and T means tonguing. Taking away the usage of 

tongue minimized tension. Trying to tongue each note using air stream blown for a huff enhanced 

the stability. For each slur, I tried making it harder by using one fixed fingering. The resistance was 

greater and the risk of being halted or interrupted by harmonics in the middle of the slur was 

apparent. The aim in the execution using only one fixed fingering was to maintain relaxed sounds, 

floaty arrivals. One audio from of such execution in a practice session demonstrates the procedures: 

Audio 14 execution of Exercise 41 (Julie Landsman) https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/jlh/s-dRzQ6 

In that practice session the slurs were executed using fixed fingerings. In later sessions I fingered 

slurs using combinations of different valves. It facilitated the slurs.   

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/jll/s-owbdE
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/jlh/s-dRzQ6
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Applying uncommon fingerings and limited valve 

usage in performance context: A Case Study 

Executing the second horn part of Zug by Enno Poppe  
(Australian National Academy Music & Australian Brass Quintet Project  

18-22 May 2015) 

The performance of Zug was a collabration of musicians from the ABQ and ANAM. Enno Poppe 

used an abundance of microtones in his pitch palette for this piece. Due to the complexity of the 

rhythmic subdivisions and the range of notations, some ANAM brass musicians and I had to do 

some prepartory analysis before the first rehearsal. My first aim was to see if there were common 

notational elements for each notated microtone. The next aim was to figure out where the pitch of 

each microtone sat and name each microtone. At the conclusion of my first analysis session, I listed 

the following: 

1. Many of the middle register microtones are notated with an accidental with an arrow 

pointing downwards. 

( ) (bar 164) 

2. Taking bar 164 as an example, one can see that the written  is a pitch closer to  (A) 

than this pitch:  (B♭). Therefore this microtone can be called quarter-flat B♭ or 

quarter-sharp A.  

 

In the case of enharmonically written pitches, an example occurs in bar 167.  

3.  ( )  (bar 167)  

One clearly can see that the second last note lies pitch-wise between the G# and G natural. 

In this case Poppe calls it G quarter-sharp. However, the last three descending notes could 

have been written differently. The microtone can be called quarter-flat Ab or three quarter 

flat A if it is enharmonically written. 

 

4. The following diagram shows all the microtones which occurs in the middle register 

(notated using the arrow-down system): 
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5. In the low register there was only one microtone. It lies between E and F (quarter-sharp E 

and quarter-flat F) notated as: 

( ) (bar 266) 

In the high register there are six pitches which were initially difficult to determine where it 

lay pitch wise. 

 
 

In the next analysis session, my aim was to determine what fingering to use to produce each 

microtone. I began by focussing on the low register E quarter sharp of bar 266 (point 5 above). This 

involved an analysis of the harmonic series which includes the written E and F. 

Diagram 1 fingerings producing written E 

F: 1+2 or 3 (horn in D) 

 

 B♭: 2 (horn in A) 

 

Diagram 2 fingerings producing written F 

F: 1 (horn in E♭)  

 

 B♭: open (horn in B♭)  

 

 

None of the overtones above produce a scientifically flat or sharp overtone (the 7th, 11th and 

others). Out of these four fingerings, the intonation closest to a sharp E is F: 1+2.  
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Audio 1: E quarter sharp executed using F: 1+2 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs1/s-Xn3Nt 

The fingering which has a tendency to produce a very flat F is F: 1.  

Audio 2: E quarter sharp executed using F: 1 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs2/s-77qa4 

 

Another option to produce this microtone is via the “bent note” techniques as noted in John 

Daniels’ book. The microtone can be executed using B♭: 2 with an uncentered embouchure hitting 

the upwards part of the core of a written E, producing a sharp intonation, forced and pipe-like. 

 

Audio 3: E quarter sharp executed using B♭: 2 https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs3/s-pxok5 

 

It can also be produced by a bent-down embouchure using B♭ open.  

Audio 4: E quarter sharp executed using B♭ open https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs5/s-TqBEP 

 

Both the bent-up or bent-down embouchures have their benefits. The bent-down embouchure 

produces a timbre with more openness, more decisive sustain. The bent-up embouchure sounds 

more intense as if the note is very quickly leading somewhere phrasing-wise.  

 

Ultimately in the performance I chose the normal fingering of F: 1+2 without bent embouchures 

and this produces an E with a very sharp intonation. It sounds more stable, but it was harder to 

articulate as the tubing was longer than the B♭ side fingering of 2. 

After figuring out the fingering for the low register E, I turned to finding fingerings for the middle 

register overtones. I began by scrutinizing the quarter-flat B♭, such as the one appearing in bar 164   

( ) . 

F: 1 (horn in E♭) 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs1/s-Xn3Nt
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs2/s-77qa4
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs3/s-pxok5
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs5/s-TqBEP
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F: 0 (horn in F) 

 

 B♭: 1 (horn in A♭) 

  

F: 1+2+3 (horn in B) 

 

I prepared to test and experiment with bending these A#/ B♭ notes up or down. But after playing 

the passage involving that overtone using F open, I found it was the best tone.  

Audio 5: quarter flat B♭ executed using F open https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs6/s-xT9zx 

Before I moved on to the next overtones, I studied Poppe’s vertical harmonies. Upon studying bars 

94 and 97, I found that the composer may be using consecutive overtones, suggesting an execution 

in natural horn playing style.  

Fig. 12-14 Excerpt from bar 89 from Poppe’s Zug (G. Ricordi & Co Bühnen und Musikverlag, p.4) 

( )  

Excerpt from bar 94 from Poppe’s Zug (G. Ricordi & Co Bühnen und Musikverlag, p.4) 

( )  

Excerpt from bar 97 from Poppe’s Zug (G. Ricordi & Co Bühnen und Musikverlag, p.4) 

( )  

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs6/s-xT9zx
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After trying out bars 89 and 97 with just one fixed fingering of B♭ open, I tried bar 94 with just F 

open. Not only was it easier to finger the quarter-flat B♭ with F open, but the whole bar. This 

meant practically playing that note with a fingering producing the 7th harmonic was a good option.  

This gave me the idea that overtones around that note maybe played as a 7th harmonic. I made a 

decision to finger in the following way:   

 

Audio 6: the 7th harmonics https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs7/s-9kvGI 

In contexts like bar 89, these fingering produced stable timbre which clearly allowed a consistent 

production of the microtone pitches.  

The last microtones which needed addressing were the ones belonging to the high register. Looking 

at the harmonic series I find that the 11th harmonic has a dubious intonation. I immediately played 

the series up to the 16th harmonic on F side open. I found that F open was the best fingering for  

.  

I decided to see if playing the 11th harmonics produced by other fingerings was the best option for 

the neighbouring microtones.  

  
Audio 7: the 11th harmonics https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs8/s-Z9WJX 

In the performance of Zug those 11th harmonics played with the fingerings listed above enabled 

enhanced stability in the execution processes.  

 

 

  

https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs7/s-9kvGI
https://soundcloud.com/alden-cai/cs8/s-Z9WJX
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Manual of Selected Exercises Executable Using 
Uncommon Fingerings and Limited Valve Usage 

Exercise 1 (Alden Cai) 

 

Simple exercises can be used to reactivate facial muscles and the jaw. To get the embouchure 

ready for extention into the higher and lower registers, it would be wise to start in the middle 

register.  

To add an extra degree of challenge which can further strengthen the embouchure, fingerings 

belonging to longer tubings producing higher harmonic numbres can be used. A sample 

combination of this exercise is as follows:

 

These fingerings demand a stronger embouchure and buzz pressure, as there is more resistance. 

Continuing the exercise with a lower starting note and sequencing downwards should help build 

greater embouchures for the lower registers.  

Exercise 2 (Alden Cai) 

 

This exercise is a variation of exercise 1 but across a wider range. The same approach as outlined 

above for Exercise 1 should be incoporated here. 

Exercise 3 (Alden Cai)

 

This exercise allows the player to execute with varieties of fingerings. Longer tubings create more 

resistance, and alternation between longer tubing and shorter tubing fingerings can create obvious 

“holes” in the slurs. The following fingering combinations will provide the most resistance, for a 

pattern from C to C:  
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In other sequences, use other combinations. “Resistance fingerings” may be at first feel 

unsatisfying, due to comparitively faulty intonations, inconsistent arrays of timbre and timbres 

which are harder to control. If one can avoid these three common difficulties via careful attention 

to control and a built-up stronger embouchure, it will be rewarding when one switches to more 

common fingerings used for those notes in this exercise.  

 Exercise 4 (Alden Cai) 

 

The recommendations made for Exercise 3 can be applied here.  

 Exercise 5 (Alden Cai)

 

This exercise can be used to develop: 

1. good articulation skills for notes of that register 

2. a centered and sonorous sound quality 

3. sound qualities not involving fluctuating intonation 

The benefits of executing this exercise with longer fingerings are that when the player switches to 

more traditional fingerings it should feel much easier. 

 

Exercise 6 (Alden Cai, based on Exercice 4, McDonald, 2007, p.5)

  

This allows the player to build on the concepts discussed in the previous five exercises. Hector 

McDonald states that the dynamic should be mp.This is to avoid using too much force or energy at 

the early stage of a practice session. 
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Exercise 7 (Alden Cai) 

 

This exercise is designed to stretch and strengthen the embouchure. As the intervals increase finer 

control is demanded. The written B in the sixth last bar can be played normally (B♭) or played as a 

7th harmonic of the key of the initial note (in this case C). Playing it as a 7th harmonic makes it in this 

case a written three-quarter-flat B.   

To make the exercise harder, unusual fingerings can be used here. It is recommended that the 

pitch at the beginning of each bar be executed with same fingering throughout the whole exercise. 

The other notes can be played with fingerings that are usually not used.  

 

After that the player can use more traditional fingerings for comparisons. Achieving a strong, clear 

and smooth slur is a necessity. Aim to execute with minimal mouthpiece pressure.  

Exercise 8 (based on Exercise 3 by Stamp, 1981, p.5) 

  

Stamp’s classic exercise can be used to develop a strong embouchure using just one fingering 

combination. This can give the impression that one is playing like a natural horn. Using just one 

fixed fingering demands fine control, especially when slurring harmonics which are close together. 
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I recommend starting this pattern using 1+2+3 (F side) to produce the lowest pitch sequence. The 

other fingering combinations producing a higher pitch tessitura can then be tried. Players are likely 

to find the longer/lower pitch combinations harder to control. If it can be controlled the player will 

then have strengthened his/her ability. 

Exercise 9 (Alden Cai) 

 

“Long tone” exercises involves the sustaining of notes of a long duration. When hornists execute 

long tones, listeners can determine whether the hornist possesses:  

1. the ability to start the attack well despite the level of resistance of the partials determined 

by the fingering choice 

2. the ability to sustain well, avoiding the flucuation of intonation and tone regardless of 

dynamic gradations 
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Sustaining with unusual fingerings was challanging, and it took time for my ability to improve. The 

following are the harder fingerings I used in addition to the traditional fingerings: 
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Exercise 10 (Alden Cai)

 

The same approach recommended for exercise 9 should be used here.  

Many exercises consist of the pitch materials which focus on particular intervals within the 

harmonic series of a certain key. Many are based on the transposition of common intervals of 

thirds, fifths and octaves. 

Slurring between the intervals of these limited arrays of pitches is more demanding than slurring 

with the aids of added fingerings. The aim is to be able to slur these patterns with increasing 

flexibility.  

Exercise 11 (Alden Cai)

 

This exercise involves the alternations of thirds based on notes belonging to the 4th and 5th 

harmonics. Use one fixed fingering for each pair of notes belonging to the one harmonic series ( for 

example C & E belongs to F open, and so on.)  

Exercise 12 (Alden Cai) 

 

The focus of alternations between the 3rd and 4th harmonics can be seen here. This exercise is more 

challenging than the previous one due to the larger interval. The same ideas of alternations should 

be applied here.  
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Exercise 13 (Alden Cai) 

 

The most challenging of these three alternation exercises, this one focuses on the slurring between 

the 2nd and 3rd harmonics. 

Exercise 14 (from Exercise 9J, McDonald, 2007, p.7)

Good fluidity between the harmonics of one set key is desired. Use one fixed fingering. Like some 

of the above exercises this exercise can be transposed into various keys. 

Exercise 15 (from Exercise 9G, McDonald, 2007, p.7) 

 The same idea for executing exercise 14 should be used here. 

Exercise 16 (from Exercise 9H, McDonald, 2007, p.7) 

 

The same idea for executing exercise 14 should be used here. 

Exercise 17 (from Alden Cai, based on Exercise 12, McDonald, 2007, p.8) 

 The overall range of this exercise covers a 10th and it is thereby very good exercise for developing 

fludity across wide range.  

Exercise 18 (Alden Cai) 

  

The arpeggiated contour is similar to crossing three open strings on an orchestral string instrument, 

but more challenging to on a brass instrument especially without the use of valves. 
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The following four set of exercises are based on alternations crossing over at least one harmonic 

partial. Exercise 19 focuses on the 6th to the 8th; exercise 20 on 5th and 8th and exercise 21 on 6th 

and 10th. Having a smooth legato slur in the middle register when executing with just one fixed 

fingering is harder than in the lower register due to the increased amount of harmonic partials. 

These partials are closer together as they get higher in tessitura. I advise to just choose one 

alternation belonging to one set fingering and focus on achieving a clean slur. When that is 

achieved other sequences/combinations can be practised. The hardest is alternation on 1+2+3 

valves (Horn in B).  

Exercise 19 (Alden Cai)

 

 Exercise 20 (Alden Cai)

 

Exercise 21 (Alden Cai)

 

Exercise 22 (Alden Cai) 
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Exercise 23 (Alden Cai) 

 

Use one fixed fingeirngs for the complete exercise. I recommend starting with the F horn fingering 

then sequence downwards till B horn is reached. The reason is that the longer the tubing the more 

challanging it is to execute this exercise. 

Many hornists who have designed exercises to strengthen the abilities of trilling choose mainly 

notes from the middle and high registers of the instrument. The benefits of trilling are not just 

musical but physical. Farkas notes that good lip trilling “give the embouchure an extra margin of 

flexibility unobtainable in no other way” (Farkas, 1956, p.77). One common alternation is between 

the eighth and ninth harmonics (as is developed in Exercise 24 below).To build the skills required 

for all trills, the alternation should start slowly with triplets then culminate to a faster rhythmic 

pattern with demisemiquavers. The end result should be the lips being able to freely trill, 

alternating between the notes as fast as possible without bumps.  

Due to increasing higher tessitura as the player moves up in transposition, it would be wise to start 

practising this exercise with the lowest harmonic series (horn in B♮- with all three valves depressed). 

Playing in the transpositions above F maybe more strenuous so regular breaks need to be taken. 

The highest transposition is horn in B♭ alto, using the B♭ side with no valves except the thumb valve 

which switches the instrument to the B♭ side. 

Exercise 24 (Alden Cai) 

  

Exercise 25 (from Exercise 17, Lin, p.19) 
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These following set of six exercises focuses on the agility of the embouchure and tongue to execute 

notes of a wide range involving the pedal note (2nd harmonic). Many passages from classic 

repertoire cover this type of range demanding flexibility across the high register to the low register. 

Exercise 26 starts in the middle to low register spanning an octave. As with most of these exercises, 

one fixed fingering should be used for the entire execution. I recommend starting with F open then 

transpose downwards to B horn (1+2+3). I found that executing this exercise on the keys of the B♭ 

side (B♭ alto to E) to be also beneficial.  

Exercise 26 (Alden Cai)

 

Exercise 27 (Alden Cai) 

 

Exercise 28 (Alden Cai) 

  

Exercise 29 (Alden Cai) 

 

 Exercise 30 (Alden Cai) 

 Exercise 31 (Alden Cai) 
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 Exercise 32 (Alden Cai)

  

This exercise is the first exercise in the whole selection that focus entirely on the rise towards the 

high register without touching on the lower register. I designed this exercise focuses on the 

alternation between 4th intervals above the 8th harmonic. There are many more partials in the 

higher register. To slur those well using traditional fingerings (usually B♭ side and at least two 

different combinations) I found slurring these notes on entirely one F side combination helpful. The 

embouchure should strengthen after series of focused executions of this exercise keeping the 

following present: 

1. consistency of tone 

2. relaxed, open and noble sound 

3. directly reached slurs (bulges) 

4. never force towards the highest note 

There is great increase of resistance as the arpeggio rises. Sustaining the timbre and ensuring the 

notes do not “split” is of importance. 

Start with horn in B (1+2+3), then transpose up to F (open). Then continue to B♭ alto. 

Exercise 33 (Alden Cai based on Strengthening Exercise no.1, Daniel, 2011, p.73) 

  

Bending notes help build up an opening up of the tone quality of the lower note, consistency of 

tone between two different pitches. This also can be useful for building a good low register. During 

bends it allows players to see if notes are executed with an embouchure allowing a good sound 

production. Training the embouchure to play notes with the wrong shapes allows players to realize 

the importance of playing with the most stable shapes and avoid the wrong ones.  

Basically the first fingering for the opening pitch should be used for the semitone below till the end 

of the bent note. The intonation and timbre between the bent note and the re-fingerered note 

note should be as similar as possible. 
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Exercise 34 (from Exercise 34, McDonald, 2007, p.18)  

 

Designed for players to strengthen their high register, this exercise can be played using traditional 

fingering combinations which allow secure intonation and ease of control. The timbral quality 

should be noble and firmly sustained. To strengthen the powers of the embouchure I suggest 

playing the whole exercise with one set fingering. The written F (11th harmonic) will be 

intonationally insecure due to the scientific nature of the tuning of the harmonic series. 

Nevertheless tonguing and slurring partials very close together in this higher register is beneficial 

for those wanting to develop stronger accuracy and stamina. I suggest players play the whole 

exercise first using just horn in B (1+2+3) fingerings (sounding F# major), then horn in C (1+3). Then 

the other transpositions can follow till the highest transposition (Horn in B♭ alto) is reached. That 

way the embouchure builds strength more gradually from low to high and is not as fatigued. 

Exercise 35 (from Strengthening Exercise no. 1, Daniel, 2011, p.73) 

 

To use a fingering for the semitone above combined with a bent embouchure to produce the note 

of the lower pitch requires more dexterity. The chapter consisting of these kinds of exercises 

belong to the chapter called “Strengthening Exercises”. John Daniel’s exercises touch upon the idea 

of the embouchure requiring more strength to execute a bent note using alternative fingering. The 

aim of this exercise is to develop a strong embouchure for the note of the lower pitch. To play the 

second note of bar 2 strongly, resulting in equal intensity of tone and stability of intonation more 

effort is required. Basically the fingering for the bent note (played between two normal tones) is 

one that is used to produce notes a semitone higher. To play that bent note well I recommend: 

1. stronger and faster air at the end of the transition of the first normal note 

2. trying to imitate the quality of the real note when playing the bent note 

3. opening up the mouth cavity or throat so the intonation does not get sharp and the sound 

close up  
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Exercise 36 (from Strengthening Exercise no. 3, Daniel, 2011, p.74)

  

After the mastery of Exercise 36, hornists can now proceed to this exercise, which demands a 

succession of bent notes using alternative fingerings.  

To play the repeat of the initial pattern using fingerings for a semitone above the written requires 

strong and fast air. It may be challenging to control the intonation of the bent notes, but once 

controlled the notes belonging to normal fingerings should feel easier to execute. Stability of the 

jaw and embouchure setup is crucial. 

Exercise 37 (from Strengthening Exercise 4, Daniel, 2011, p.76)  

  

John Daniel’s exercise is an advanced version of his series of exercises devoted to stregthening 

players’ embouchure. The rapid succession of bends after a normal tone while the contour of the 

pitches ascend requires extra effort and stamina. Over time executions of this exercise can 

strenghten one’s embouchure and sustain.  

Exercise 38 (Exercise C, from Carmine Caruso Method adopted by Julie Landsman, Landsman, 2014, 

“Lips/Mouthpiece/Horn”) 

 

Julie Landsman’s excellent source provides some effective exercises designed for hornists to 

improve their embouchure. This exercise can be freely buzzed, buzzed with mouthpiece as well as 

played on the instrument. She instructs players to play this (if on the horn) without taking the 

mouthpiece off the face, and re-inhaling through the nose. This allows the embouchure to build 

good muscle memories while avoiding the needs to “search” or “reset” for that particular note 
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played in the exercise. Landsman’s instructions to most of her exercises can be applied here:

 

As noted earlier, B means breath attack (huffing/starting note without tongue) and T means normal 

tonguing. Regarding playing in the low register, Landsman notes that “often players will let go of 

contact with the lower lip [sometimes upper]…better results may be achieved with this technique 

of keeping good contact with lips [and teeth!] and the mouthpiece, especially when dropping the 

jaw.” (Chapter 5, Low Register) From pedal C (second harmonic) onwards notes have just one 

fingering, but for notes above it there are combinations which are more difficult to play with. 

Slurring to fingerings which have more resistance can make the embouchure get used to the 

physical demands (such as firm seals from the corners of the lips and blowing with thicker 

airstreams). 

Exercise39 (Alden Cai)

 

Another broken arpeggio exercise, this one tests the hornist’s ability to flexibly go up and down 

smoothly into the high and low register. This exercise also demands a strong embouchure which 

needs to be at a very developed amd advanced stage. To play this exercise in normal contexts in 

modern performances there will be many combinations of fingerings which are easier to use. 

However to develop a strong embouchure involving the presence of resistance, I recommend using 

just one fixed fingering. Playing this exercise as if playing it on the natural horn may be challanging, 

but it allows the lips to taste the feelings of slurring through very high and close-together partials, 

increasing awarness of the muscle memory needed for the high register. 

 

 

Exercise 40 (based on exercise from Carmine Caruso Method adopted by Julie Landsman, 

Landsman, 2014, “Rebalance and Recovery”)
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In Landsman’s chapter she asks players to “blow air through the horn while almost playing a note” 

for the rests. (Chapter 7, Rebalance and Recovery) The real note can be played both huffed and 

tongued. During the whole process one should keep the mouthpiece on the face.  

Using imaginary playing of notes allows mental training and fosters the development of muscle 

memory for each pitch. To make the exercise more challenging try playing it with an uncommon 

fingering for each pitch, especially those fingerings which have longer tubings. The resistance and 

demands of air will make each practice fulfilling. Play on all notes belonging to various registers. 

Exercise 41 (Exercise B, from Carmine Caruso Method adopted by Julie Landsman, Landsman, 2014, 

“Lips/Mouthpiece/Horn”) 

 

The pattern complementing Exercise 38 in Landsman’s source is one designed for strengthening 

high register playing.  

Executing the exercise as per Landsman’s instructions will be as follows:

 

Using fixed fingering for 4th intervals can make the slurs more challenging. From the 2nd bar 

onwards if one uses just one fingering then one will have to slur through at least one harmonic. To 

maintain a smooth slur and relaxed sound while using one fixed fingering is challenging, but it 

trains the embouchure to become stronger. 

 

 

Exercise 42 (Alden Cai based on theme of “Wo Unsere Fahne Weht”, Strauss, 1897, p.2)

  

This excerpt can be played with again just one fixed fingering, challenging the embouchure to 

accurately execute the partials. It is also a beneficial exercise because it can be used to develop 

agility in transitions between the high and low register. Use one set fingering, and then compares 

by using common fingerings involving fingerings from both the B♭ and F side.  
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Start in F and transpose downwards to B (all three valves down). 

Exercise 43 (Alden Cai based on theme of “Seventh Symphony”, Sibelius, 1925, p.9)

  

Sibelius’ theme consists of a very big range. The intervals increase as they head towards the last 

note. To make each sound noble, resonant and technically secure is challenging. I would 

recommend slurring the exercise first. Then play this them non-legato with tenuto tongue.  

The skill of transitioning between the 9th to the 2nd harmonic can be refined using one fixed 

fingering for the whole exercise.  
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Exercise 44 (from Arpeggio Exercises 1-7, Steiner, 1983, p.12-15)

  

Very few exercises explore the individual partials of the harmonic series as deeply as Ferenc 

Steiner’s. Within each three bar set, there is a focus on the transitioning between the 2nd harmonic 

to the highest harmonic of that set. It starts with a few numbers of harmonics, and adding more as 

it progresses. This exercise should be used to foster flexibility across the range of the instrument. 

Using the fingerings from the F side allows the player to focus more on the low and mid-low 

registers. Using the upper keys of the B♭ side allows the player to focus on executing  more notes 

of the high register.  
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Baroque trumpet playing involves executing on an instrument consisting of no valves. For these set 

of exercises I request that only one fixed fingerings be used for the entirety. This allows only one 

key to be focused upon. The following set of exercises should only be attempted after a mastery of 

flexibility exercises in slured forms preceding this set. Tonguing these should incoporate similar air 

quality, air support and efficienty in executions. A firm and strong embouchure would be very ideal 

to play these exercises.  

Exercise 45 (from Exercise 23, Tarr, 1999, p.16)

  

Exercise 46 (from Exercise 36, Tarr, 1999, p.17)

  

Exercise 47 (from Exercise 37, Tarr, 1999, p.17)

  

Exercise 48 (from Exercise 39B, Tarr, 1999, p.28)

 

 Exercise 49 (from Exercise 24, Tarr, 1999, p.26)

  

Exercise 50 (from Exercise 25D, Tarr, 1999, p.27)
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Conclusion 

Exploring and even creating challenges can contribute to one’s development. The idea of executing 

musical material using unorthodox playing styles and fingerings has been the focus of this thesis. 

Each fingering produces notes of a harmonic series unique with distinct properties. There are still 

similarities in the execution of a fingering on the modern horn and its natural horn equivalent. 

Generally the length of the total tubing affects the level of resistance, the timbral properties and 

intonation of each partial.  

The standard fingering advocated by leading hornists are now widely, if not universally, adopted by 

players around the world. The current selections have been promoted by Schuller (1962), Farkas 

(1956) and Tuckwell (1978). Many fingerings which are not advocated by these three authors in 

their sources are considered alternative fingerings. They are not used often in performance or even 

in practice due to technical, aesthetic and practical reasons. However, as this thesis has argued, 

using these fingerings to practice specifically designed material or classic exercises written by 

leading brass players have benefits that can enhance a hornist’s playing. 

At the time of my first recital I was challenged to play pieces which I thought were beyond my 

capacity. By the time of my third recital I have managed to perform more of these pieces with 

increased confidence and technical control. As the recordings attest, this alone suggests that 

developing a technique using unorthodox methods such as uncommon fingerings was helpful. 

The art of fingering touches upon subjective individual approaches. This thesis has focussed on 

unorthodox methods which build on principles of natural horn playing. Rather than relying on the 

relative ease and security of employing valves for certain content which can be played well on the 

natural horn, this research has advocated the challenge of using fingering combinations that 

develop enhanced control of notes of the harmonic series.  

Using the harder unorthodox executions of musical contents pays off well when one returns to 

execute the content using easier methods. I believe that practising with uncommon fingerings is 

one of these challenging methods which deserve wider usage. Improving technique is an endless 

endeavour which can take up a lifetime. 
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Appendix 1 Timeline 

2014 

March Enrolment into Griffith/ANAM Master of Music. Researched topic of 

natural harmonic series. In late March the interest turned into the 

intricacies of playing Vienna Horn and natural horns.  

early March After the initial lessons and meetings with Paul Dean & Ben Jacks a list of 

the technical problems which I was asked to address: 

1. Ironing out an einsetzen  

2. Avoiding playing with sharp intonation 

3. Playing with better articulation 

4. Playing with more line, phrasing and character 

mid-March Aside the four aims listed above I felt there are the following long term 

goals I felt I need to address: 

1. Playing with more economy of efforts and improving stamina 

2. Playing with more consistency in general areas such as accuracy, 

tone quality 

3. Improving my low ability to execute the lower register notes 

4. Improving agility across the range 

April Performance of major project of ANAM calendar: Brandenburg and 

Kammermusik. Played first horn in Brandenburg Concerto 1 by Johann 

Sebastian Bach led by Elisabeth Wallfisch.  

May Performance of my first recital ANAM. Program featured repertoire 

touching on topics of fingerings and natural harmonic series.  

June Tenth edition of Manual for Improvements on Areas of French Horn 

Technique made.  

mid-July The research becomes focused upon ways to play like a natural horn, using 

F side fingerings. 

Late July Omitted einsetzen embouchure. 

Mid-August First consultation with Hector McDonald in Austria. Discussed embouchure 

issues, fingerings, intricacies of playing Vienna horn and other technical 

issues.  

Early September Eleventh version of Manual for Improvements on Areas of French Horn 

Technique made.  

mid-September Playing with strengthened embouchure. After consultations with Dr 

Bronwen Ackerman in the ANAM Health and Wellbeing program, I began 

to play with a more relaxed posture. All these contributed to decreased 

tendencies to play with sharp intonation. 
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late October Performance of the second ANAM recital. Program featured various works 

by Richard Strauss. The program and the preparation process were 

designed to see if I can play with improved stamina.  

early November Twelfth edition of Manual for Improvements on Areas of French Horn 

Technique made 

2015 

late January First 2015 edition of Manual for Improvements on Areas of French Horn 

Technique made  

early February Second consultation with Hector McDonald in Melbourne. Went through 

contents of his revised A Daily Practice Routine for Horn.  

late February Began experimenting ways of using simpler exercises. New style of Routine 

not based on Manual was created. Later this short document featured 

exercises which are just specifically designed for addressing immediate 

problems.  

mid-April Some of the exercises of the new routine were compiled to make a new 

Manual as part of the Thesis’ appendix 

mid-May Performance of major project of ANAM calendar: ANAM Brass, ABQ and 

Synergy. Played the second horn part in Zug by Enno Poppe.  

mid-June Performance of the third ANAM recital. Program featured usage of unusual 

fingerings in Sea Eagle by Peter Maxwell Davies. Also on the program was 

Adagio and Allegro by Schumann and world premiere of Fantasia by Harry 

Sdraulig.   

mid-July Selected material from the Maunal and other sources to form the second 

main part of the body of the Thesis: Selection of Exercises Executable using 

Limited Valve Usage and Uncommon Fingerings 

early August Third consultation with Hector McDonald in Melbourne. Performed in 

Australian World Orchestra masterclass. This time discussions were on 

repertoire. 

mid-September Played with improved agility across the range  

rest of 2015 Most of areas strengthens. Still lacking was the ability to play with less 

embouchure pressure. Still lacking was the ability to play with the utmost 

vibrancy in the notes of the low register 

2016 

Jan-Mar Explored and took time to achieve playing with less embouchure pressure 

April-May Consolidation and re-recordings of technical exercises show improved 

lower register, stability of control and all-round consistency. 
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Appendix 2 

Manual for Improvements on Areas of French Horn 

Technique (version 8, December 2013) 

Between 2012 and the start of 2014, there were eight versions of the Manual. The eighth one had 

the most comprehensive collection of all the exercises and the highest number of exercises (170 in 

total). From 2014, the later Manuals and subsequently the Selection were built upon the 8th 

Manual.  

The first ever Manual numbered just twenty. Seven months later, I added 18 more exercises. In the 

next year, I deleted most of them and extracted just ten exercises which addressed immediate 

issues facing my playing for the creation of the third Manual. The fourth version consisted of the 

same number of exercises added with short etudes I composed based on each exercise.  

From May 2013 I decided to make a new Manual every month based on the favourite warm-up 

exercises I’ve acquired from various teachers. And also basing it on good technical exercises 

helping my very general skills lacking then (e.g. reaching very high notes such as high A to high C 

which I struggled a lot). By the time of the seventh Manual in July 2013, there were sixty exercises. 

I thought it sufficed. At the end of 2013 for the creation of the eighth Manual, I believed I should 

make a version consisting of every exercise I’ve added into the Manual by that month.  
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Appendix 3- Program notes of ANAM Recitals 

Recital 1, 30 May 2014, ANAM 

Benjamin Britten (1913-1976) Prologue from Serenade for tenor, horn & strings (1943) 

Wolfgang Mozart (1756-1791) From 12 Duets for 2 horns, K487 (1786) 

No. 4 Polonaise 

No. 5 Larghetto 

No. 8 Allegro 

Cinzia Posega, French horn 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) Sonata in F major for horn & piano, Op. 17 (1800) 

Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921) Romance, Op. 36 

Camille Saint-Saëns Morceau de Concert, Op. 97 

Tomoe Kawabata, Alumna, piano 

 

Paul Stanhope (b. 1969) Dawn Interlude (1999)  

 

 

The beauty of the Harmonic Series 

This recital involves an exploration of different horns which ultimately are the same: they are all 

variants of the natural horn. When a length of brass tubing is blown only a limited series of notes 

(harmonics) can result. Most notes in the repertoire are notes belonging to the 1st to the 16th 

partials of any different lengths of tubes. A horn without valves is called a natural horn and can only 

produce the series of the key it was tuned in. Horns with valves enable the instrument to play with 

more harmonic series belonging to other keys. Single horns are natural horns with 3 valves, allowing 

7 harmonic series to be played. Double horns are natural horns with 4 valves, allowing 12 harmonic 

series respectively. 

In Britten’s Prologue there is a license to play it on any kind of horn. The Prologue was written to 

explore the beauty of the natural qualities of the partials. Tradition has been to not play all notes in 

tune using adjustments of the right hand. You will hear two pitches which are naturally not in tune 

like the rest of the partials. I will use standard modern double horn in today’s performance as this 

kind of horn was the standard type when the piece was written in 1943. 

Mozart’s twelve duets were written in 1786 when there were only natural horns around. There are 

two options to perform these duets: the first is to play them in one key, using one same natural 

horn. In this recital the second option is chosen: and that is to play them in different keys. Due to 

the practical issues of changing crooks for each natural horn, this recital will see both hornists use 

modern double horns which allow instant changes of key. 
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By 1800, Beethoven had moved to Vienna and his composition style was already influenced by the 

Viennese. That year saw the composition of his Sonata for piano and horn, written for the virtuoso 

Giovanni Punto. He would have performed it on a natural horn. In this recital you’ll hear it played 

on a type of single horn called the Vienna horn. Made in the early 19th century, its sound embodies 

the Viennese style of horn playing, focusing on smooth slurs, colourful attacks and above all a 

faithful homage to the natural horn with its curly crook on the outside and cute bell for easy hand-

stopping.  

Valves were invented in the 19th century and Saint-Saëns’ Romance and Morceau du Concert would 

have been performed on early single horns.  In this recital you’ll have the rare opportunity to hear 

them performed on the Viennese single horn. Saint-Saëns pays homage to the sound-world of the 

natural horn with passages which are essentially non-chromatic and playable on a natural horn. 

In the new millennium, the horn has evolved from a primitive piece of tubing to a sophisticated 

machine which can produce a huge diversity of colours and pitches. Double horns have become the 

standard type of horn used by horn players all over the world. Dawn Interlude, by Australian 

composer Paul Stanhope, uses over chromaticism to indicate mourning.  Nevertheless, there is also 

a haunting simplicity which pays homage to the natural horn. One such example is the use of half-

hand-stopping in the bell by the right hand. When executed the intonation bends down and the 

colour darkens. Stanhope had this to say about this piece: “[it is a] personal gesture of sorrow for 

past wrongs perpetrated against Indigenous Australians. The use of descending glissandi, the use of 

stopped notes and a 'natural horn' harmonic emphasize the mournful nature of the piece.” 

 

Note (21 May 2016): At the time of the recital I was also fascinated by the Vienna horn, so I 

performed the Beethoven Sonata and Saint Saens Romance on it.  
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Recital 2, 30 October 2014, ANAM 

Franz Strauss (1822-1903) Introduction, theme & variations (1879) 

Franz Strauss Les Adieux (date unknown)  

Richard Strauss (1864-1949) 

Kornblumen (Corn flowers), from Mädchenblumen, op. 22 (1888) 

Wiegenlied (Cradle Song) from Fünf Lieder, op. 41 (1899) 

Di rigore armato from Der Rosenkavalier (1910) 

Rhodri Clarke, Associate Faculty, piano 

Andante con moto from Horn Concerto no. 2 in E flat major (1943) arr. horn & string quartet 

Stephanie Dixon (QLD), oboe 

Christopher Haycroft (QLD), bassoon 

  

Sonnet from Capriccio (1941) arr. horn & string quartet 

Moonlight music from Capriccio (1941) arr. horn & string quartet 

Imogen Eve (QLD), violin 

Rollin Zhao (QLD), violin 

Gregory Daniel (QLD), viola 

Samuel Payne (NSW), cello 

 

Storming into the world with Don Juan, shocking them with Salome, amazing them with Also 

Sprach Zarathustra and winding up Romanticism with Four Last Songs, Richard Strauss’ sensational 

career and musical life was matched only by a few. 

This recital celebrates the greatness of Richard Strauss for his 150th anniversary. Two pieces by his 

father Franz Strauss, are also featured to acknowledge his influence on his son.  

The first, Introduction, Theme & Variations was written in 1879 and was written to showcase the 

virtuosic aspects of horn playing at the time.  

The clear-cut homophony of Les Adieux in A♭ minor heralds back to the Italian school in the early 

19th century. The nobility and gravity of the music shows a side of Franz Strauss’ conservatism.  

The beauty of Richard Strauss’ lyrical writing stems from his father’s. Traits which would 

characterize his music such as long phrases, interwoven counterpoint and rich harmonies can be 

first found in his early songs. Kornblumen is one such song. 

Wiegenlied is made famous by the legendary voices of Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Regine Crespin. 

Delicate yet touching, this is one of Strauss’ greatest lullabies. 
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Like Mozart, Strauss’ greatest achievements lie in opera. The aria Di rigori armato from Der 

Rosenkavalier is one of greatest tenor arias written. It is performed on the Viennese horn today to 

feature its capability of unmatchable smooth slurs. 

Many forget that Strauss’ concerto oeuvre stand alongside his great orchestral & operatic works. 

His last horn concerto is perhaps the greatest Romantic horn concerto written and sums up his love 

of Mozart with nobility, elegance and wit. The second movement Andante con moto is an 

uninterrupted melody, one of the most moving music in the concerto repertory. The fluid melodic 

writing foreshadows the lyricism of his last instrumental masterpieces: the Oboe concerto & 

Metamorphosen. 

Strauss’ last opera Capriccio is equivalent to Wagner’s last opera Parsifal in its profundity of ideas. 

Its central theme is the greatness of music, literature and art in humanity. The character Olivier 

writes a Sonnet for the Countess Madeleine set to music by Flamand. 

An interlude known as Moonlight music leads to the final scene in which the countess ponders 

about life and love wistfully and elegantly. As it sounds the stage darkens to a celestial atmosphere. 

The solo horn part in today’s arrangement is the same solo orchestral horn part in the frequently 

performed interlude. Serene yet passionate, this interlude is one of his most moving works.  
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Recital 3, 19 June 2015, ANAM 

 

Peter Maxwell Davies (1934-2016) Sea Eagle (1982) 

Robert Schumann (1810-1856) Adagio and Allegro, op. 70 (1849) 

Harry Sdraulig (1992) Fantasia for horn & piano (2015)  

Rhodri Clarke, Associate Faculty, piano 

 

Maxwell-Davies’s fiercely independent language, characterized by raw energy and ingenious 

handling of form, makes him one of the greatest living composers at this present moment. Sea 

Eagle stands alongside his masterpieces Six Songs for a Mad King, String Quartets, Symphonies and 

the Trumpet Concerto. 

Adagio & Allegro is one of the most overplayed pieces to this date, heard on versions with violin, 

viola, cello, double bass, tuba, oboe and flute. The version with French horn as the solo instrument 

is actually the original version. 

Sdraulig is a rising star in the Australian music scene of today. His works are now being performed 

by Melbourne Symphony (latest highlight being Kaleidoscope performed in Metropolis series) and 

by various other ensembles. He describes his latest work Fantasia as an exploration of “two 

contrasting states - one of rugged energy, and the other of tranquillity and solitude”.  


